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CWA would like to thank the following people for their help and support in the delivery of the conference.

Speakers & Site Visits - Kirsty Barr, Forestry Commission, David Blair, Kilfinan Community Forest Project, Amanda
Calvert, Highland 2007 Coordinator , Jess Christman, Community Self Build Scotland, Mike Flinn, Forest Education
Initiative, Henry Fosbrooke, Milton Community Woodland Trust, Dr Michael Foxley, Treslaig & Achaphubuil Crofters
Woodland Trust, Nicola Gallinaro, Sgilean na Coille Project, Neil Gerrard, Community Land Unit, Simon Harry, Forest
Education Initiative, Dan Hillier, Royal Observatory, Edinburgh, Jon Hollingdale, Community Woodlands Association,
Donald Kennedy, Sgoil na Coille Project, Richard Livett, Sgilean na Coille Project, Lara MacDonald, Highland Birchwoods,
Helen MacGillivray, Sgilean na Coille Project, Ronnie MacIntyre, Sgilean na Coille Project, Alan MacKintosh, LOGical
Buildings, Eilidh-Ann Madden, Sgilean na Coille Project, Cameron Maxwell, Forestry Commission Scotland, Jamie
MacIntyre, Community Woodlands Association, Colin Morrison, North West Mull Community Woodland Company,
Sheila Nairn, Sunart Oakwoods Initiative, Gary Servant, Sgilean na Coille Project,Ailsa Spindler & Anya, ELAV, Gordon
Gray Stephens, Community Woodlands Association, Conrad Weidermann, Robert Gordon University, Jake Willis,
Forestry Commission

Evening Entertainment, Ceilidh & Staffing - thanks to Richard Medrington and Friends for the puppet show, the local
Kentra Ceilidh Band for the fine jigs and reels, Henry Fosbrooke and The Woodland Orchestra participants and for the
invaluable help and support from Eoghan Carmichael and Sean Turner at the Sunart Centre, Strontian.

Catering - Jill Gosney at Ardshealach Lodge Catering in Acharacle and Kate Campbell at the Ariundle Centre in
Strontian provided the fine food for the conference delegates and staff.

Displays - DTAS, ELAV, Finance Redirect, Highland Birchwoods, North Highland Forest Trust, Reforesting Scotland,
Robert Gordon University, the Scottish Council for Voluntary Organisations, the Sunart Oakwoods Initiative and John
Hodgson, woodturner at the Morven Gallery, Fiunary.

Organisers - Michaela Hunter, Jamie MacIntyre and Diane Campbell and to all of those who acted as scribes for talks,
workshops and site visits.

This report includes the proceedings of the conference. Specific comments cannot be attributed to individuals nor do
the views expressed necessarily reflect the views of CWA or that of any other organisation.

All photographs by CWA staff unless otherwise accredited.
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The Community Woodlands Association was established in 2003 as the direct representative voice of Scotland's Community Woodland
Groups (CWGs). Our role is to help community woodlands across Scotland achieve their aspirations and fulful their potential by
providing information, training and support services to member groups.

By representing and promoting the interests and benefits achieved by CWGs, CWA ensures that these community groups have a
favourable policy and regulatory environment in which to operate.

This years' conference was held in Strontian, Lochaber in November 2006. It was co-hosted by the Sunart Oakwoods Initiative, which is
a partnership between the local community and local agencies, whose aims are to restore and expand the native mid-atlantic oakwoods
to bring conservation, economic and amenity benefits to the local community.

The theme of the conference was “Growing Confidence - Building a Future”. The CWA wanted to emphasise the importance of working
together and celebrate the successes over 2006 for community woodland groups. The conference also aimed to explore new develop-
ments in the woodland sector. Forest Schools, run by the Forestry Commission Scotland's Forest Education Initiative, have created
massive interest from many community woodland groups who are keen to involve their young people in local woodlands whilst others
are interested in building in local timber, affordable housing and using or developing sustainable resources.

The Annual Conference plays a central role in CWA work. The conference provides an opportunity for CWG delegates and volunteers
across Scotland to meet, network and learn from each other from listening to guest speakers, involvement in workshops and visiting other
relevant projects on site visits.

It also provides a forum for informal involvement with agency organisations and staff. This allows key agency staff, related organisations
and CWGs to informally discuss their future plans, highlight problems and develop opportunities in their community woodlands. The
conference allows groups to demonstrate the variety of CWG aims and emphasise the delivery of strategic objectives over a range of
policy areas.

CWGs have great diversity in objectives, of which woodland management, community development and recreation are just some.
However, there are many common challenges and CWGs usually share a common vision that sustainable forestry can help build
sustainable communities. One of the best ways to achieve this is to put communities at the centre of the decision-making process.The
event covered subjects on affordable housing developments, sustainable woodlands and communities, Forest Schools, timber cladding,Arts,
Culture & Heritage and looked at how small communities can diversify their local economies. The open forum also discussed opportu-
nities for communities with the new Growing Community Assets fund and the National Forest Land Scheme.

The main aims of the event were to:

l Raise awareness of opportunities to enhance and conserve the natural heritage of woodlands
l Facilitate networking and knowledge sharing between CWGs, agencies and non-governmental organisations
l Highlight opportunities for CWGs to get involved in outdoor arts and culture events
l Provide useful information through presentations, displays, guest speakers, workshops, informal discussion and site visits to 

other associated community projects
l Raise awareness of other relevant projects which could be achieved in other areas of community development
l explore opportunities for economic development of timber and non-timber products 
l discuss ways of helping communities become more sustainable through social enterprise initiatives, education and promoting 

green tourism
l Support and promote community development in rural and urban environments by focussing on the benefits, opportunities and

potential in community woodlands developing their own plans and projects.
l Follow on from areas of interest highlighted by community woodland groups from the previous conference

98 delegates attended the conference with 81 delegates attending from 27 different community woodland groups and 17 agency staff

CWA Conference: ‘Growing Confidence - Building a Future’ Introduction
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Jon Hollingdale welcomed all the delegates to the Community Woodlands
Association Conference in Strontian, Lochaber.

Jon then introduced Councillor Dr Michael Foxley, who is Chair of
the Sunart Oakwoods Initiative and Highland Councillor for
Ardnamurchan and Morvern to deliver the keynote address.

Keynote address:
Growing Confidence - Building a Future

Dr. Michael Foxley

Conference CWA Conference: ‘Growing Confidence - Building a Future’

Saturday 11th November 2006
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Welcome
Jon Hollingdale, Chair, Community Woodlands Association
Dr Michael Foxley, Chair, Sunart Oakwood Initiative, Strontian

Dr Foxley emphasised the many real benefits available to
communities who are getting involved in their local woodlands. The
Sunart Oakwoods Initiative is a unique partnership including the
local communities of Ardnamurchan and Morven, the Forestry
Commission, Scottish Natural Heritage, Highland Council and
Lochaber Enterprise.

One of the key aims of SOI is to maximise the contribution that
sustainable management of local woodlands can make to the local
economy. This approach can increase the involvement and contri-
bution of local communities in delivering sustainable management
through partnership working. SOI are currently interested in
woodfuel, building with local timber, wildlife tourism, as well as
regenerating the mid-atlantic oak woodlands. However, as many
community woodland groups will appreciate, they still experience
similar issues as other groups across Scotland such as key
individuals leaving an area, an over-reliance on a small number of
volunteers and the difficulties in securing realistic funding to
progress community initiatives.

Partnerships such as the Sunart Oakwoods Initiative are vital to
these local communities as it is for the regeneration of the native
woodlands. Projects such as Sgilean na Coille for instance has
enabled the training of local people in their surrounding landscapes
but also in areas far removed from usual types of training venues.

Dr Foxley outlined that back in 1994 the Forestry Commission
then disposed of local plantations to surrounding landowners for
very little outlay. If this had occurred now, ten years later,
communities would have been able to acquire these with little
effort. Today, the partnership is supported by Highland Council by
appointing 3 forestry officers who actively promote community
involvement in woodlands.

The Crofting Reform Bill now includes proposals to extend the
rights of crofters to small holdings beyond the Highlands and
Islands and give landowners or communities the opportunity to
create new crofts for the very first time. Community ownership
and management of their local resources could and should be
considered and aspired to. Communities, who are able and willing,
should be involved in the management of all of their surrounding
resources and these should include the mountains, the seabed and
inshore waters and the land itself.

Dr Michael Foxley then concluded his keynote speech by hoping
that the CWA delegates enjoyed the conference and were
stimulated by their visit to the Strontian area and wished them
every success.
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Sgilean na Coille Project
Jamie McIntyre, CWA Director
Nicola Gallinaro, GardaValsabbia Local Action Group

Jamie McIntyre is the local Forestry Commission District
Officer who works in the SOI partnership, and a CWA
Director. Jamie again welcomed all the delegates to
Strontian. Jamie explained that the Sunart Oakwoods
Initiative was established over 10 years ago. Much of the
ground is actually treeless and it is in public or private hands.
One of the more unusual aspects of this partnership is that
the local community don't actually own any of it. However,
this does not stop the community being involved. Frontline
SOI staff are often local people who live and work in the
area, raising their families.

The true essence of community woodlands is that it is about
'people doing stuff in the woods'. In the Strontian area alone,
over 100 people have taken up crafts, forestry or woodland
management training. This is a significant number of the local
adult population. Jamie stressed that there are no blueprints
for community forestry, the right way is the way that works
for that particular community woodland group.

Sgilean na Coille Project
More recently SOI have been facilitating a Leader+
programme which has involved a series of transnational
exchange visits between relatively remote and isolated local
communities from two very different European cultures. The
visits were part of a skills development programme.

The Sgilean na Coille project initially hosted an exchange visit
with the GardaValsabbia Local Action Group from Northern
Italy visiting SOI in 2005 and a return exchange visit to
Northern Italy was made later on that year. The project has
now built a very successful partnership with this group who
recognise the similarities in remote and isolated communities
needing to re-engage with their woodlands and develop their
woodland culture and skills.

Nicola Gallinaro is a representative from Garda ValSabbia
Local Action Group, in the Lombardy Region in North Italy.
Nicola and SOI have been involved in the Sgilean na Coille
project for the last 2 years.

Nicola explained that the communities of Garda ValSabbia in
Northern Italy face similar challenges and issues as those
faced by the Sunart Oakwoods Initiative area. These include
rural depopulation, an abundantly rich but poorly managed
woodland resource and limited skills in woodland
management and traditional skills. The high mountainous
area of Garda ValSabbia is currently experiencing a strong
decline of population with over 50% of the residential
population leaving the area over the last 50 years. These, and
other factors, contribute towards limited participation of
local communities in the decisions regarding the management
and use of their local resources.

The Leader+ programme allowed these two groups to
develop a range of exchange visits and training events for
both communities to explore their traditional woodland
culture heritage and to develop a range of training and skills
development opportunities.

The project was highly successful with a woodturner from
Strontian providing classes in crafts with Garda ValSabbia and
three wood workers participating in a Thatch Roofing
Workshop in the Lombardy Region in Italy. Nicola and his
colleagues were totally inspired by their visits to Strontian
and the wider area. Nicola explained that the Garda
ValSabbia communities are now learning how to use and
manage their woodlands again. They are creatively exploring
the use of natural local resources, re-establishing cultural
links, making music and working with wood. The group are
now actively encouraging others to learn new knowledge and
skills and work with local children to pass on their new
experiences.

Jamie McIntyre Nicola Gallinaro addresses delegates

 



Piers Voysey is a CWA Director and works with Anagach Woods in
Grantown-on-spey. Piers was instrumental in compiling a partnership
research project with the Forestry Commission Scotland (FCS) which
examined the effectiveness of FCS-community partnerships over the last
10 years and how it is perceived by both Community Woodland Groups
(CWGs) and FCS District staff.

The study asked FCS district staff and CWGs what works and what does
not work in their established partnerships?  A review was made of 10
community partnerships with FCS in Scotland. This was in the context of
community satisfaction rather than the length of paths created. The study
wanted to explore the sociological issues involved in these partnerships.

The study showed that active and even informal partnerships can promote
a sense of empowerment in the community even when the involvement is
under lease agreements. Forestry Commission staff and communities can
achieve synergy in raising funds together, supporting the objectives and
aims of the group. All agreed that good communications usually result in
action and that working together produces high levels of satisfaction.
Forestry Commission staff agreed that groups and staff can effectively
work towards policy objectives.

However, the study revealed that it is important to recognise that FC staff
and CWGs often move at different speeds. Groups can suffer from a lack
of regular volunteer input which can affect motivation (such as volunteer
fatigue) which affects how quickly a CWGs can move forward. Insurance
can be an issue as FC require that any CWGs with a management or lease
agreement have appropriate insurance which can be expensive with little
funding support.

Piers outlined that formal agreements are not necessary as informal
arrangements with community woodlands can work just as well. The study
showed that there was the need to help community woodland groups
understand how the FC is structured. Networking of groups with similar
aspirations and objectives with new groups would also help enhance part-
nerships with agency staff and CWA have an essential role in helping
facilitate this. The level of insurance coverage required by CWGs by FCS
is still an outstanding area to be clarified.

If anyone is interested, the results of the Evaluation of Partnerships
between Community Groups and Forestry Commission Scotland Final
Report can be found at:
http://www.community-woods.org.uk/forestpart.pdf

Note: The Community Woodland Association in partnership with Forestry
Commission Scotland (FCS) and Highlands and Islands Enterprise commis-
sioned this study. It examines the overview of experience of FCS-
community partnership working over the last 10 years and how it is
perceived by both communities and FCS District staff.

Mike Flinn has worked with the Forestry Commission for 30 years. He is
the national co-ordinator for Forest Schools, which originated in
Scandinavia around 50 years ago. Simon Harry works with Abriachan
Forest Trust, near Inverness, delivering a Forest School education
programme.

Forest School is an inspirational process for children and adults alike.
Forest School is not about lesson plans - it is a flexible process which helps
children to develop their self-esteem and confidence in a supportive
environment. It links education and the natural environment with child-led
play and self-development. Forest School delivers supported learning
outcomes to develop children's confidence, self esteem and social skills,
which in turn aids the learning cycle.

The Forest Education Initiative (FEI) is a UK-wide partnership of eight
agencies and organisations. In Scotland it supports 12 cluster groups of
interested individuals, agencies, ranger staff and other organisations who
regularly meet to progress FEI projects. FEI aims to educate children in the
links between trees woodland and wood products, and the use of
woodlands as an educational resource. It also supports training for Forest
School Leaders and Assistants to enable a roll out of Forest Schools across
Scotland. The  Forest School Leader course is usually 9 months in
duration, at 'A' level standard, and involves one week of intensive training,
plus occasional tutorial sessions.

Simon Harry currently works as a Forest School Leader at Abriachan
Forest and agrees that forest school is adaptable and includes everyone. It
works very well with nursery and the early years learners right through to
adults. It works by using observation techniques and supportive activities
to help build children and young peoples' individual development and
confidence. Research has shown that around 70% of children are kinaes-
thetic learners - they learn by doing!  

Forest school supports school curricula outcomes which are delivered in
a woodland environment as close to them as possible. For example, a
Primary 4 group of children are at Forest School, where they not only learn
about the woodland environment and timber products but they also learn
to apply mathematics, for example in scaling up a teddy bear's shelter to an
adult version.

Forest Schools are now firmly embedded in the early years curricula in
Wales and England and plans are afoot to roll it out across Scotland. Simon
and Mike then invited the audience to their Forest Schools workshop
which looked at how to set up a forest school session with teachers and
support workers to support child development and learning and show its
links to the curriculum for excellence, and outdoor education.

Check out http://www.foresteducation.org/forest_schools.php for more
information or contact mike.flinn@forestry.gsi.gov.uk who is the Forest
School Coordinator.

Presentations CWA Conference: ‘Growing Confidence - Building a Future’
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Can't see the wood from the trees?
Piers Voysey, CWA Director

Forest School is For Everyone!!
Mike Flinn, Forest School Co-ordinator, FEI
Simon Harry, Forest School Leader, FEI

Mike Flinn Simon Harry

 



CSBS Mission Statement is to provide training and employment,
provide affordable housing, enable community development and
promote sustainable development. CSBS have now piloted a
number of projects in Ayrshire and Argyll to propose models for
shared ownership in a self-build house where either sweat or
shared equity is used to help people to own their very first home.

Shared equity is where the housing association or community body
owns a share in the property and this amount is related to the
overall land value. The housing association can retain the right to
re-purchase (called a pre-emption) houses thus ensuring
community control. In the case of self-builders, they own the
majojrity share of the property related to house value.

Sweat equity is where the self-builder contributes some proportion
of their time and sweat in the build. This is offset from the money
they would have to borrow to own the house.

For example, a housing association grant is made towards building
a house at 60% of overall costs. A mortgage or private finance
contributes 15-30% of costs. Sweat equity could contribute 10-
25% of the costs thereby enabling an individual to contribute to the
building of their own home.

Self-builders can be also supported by a RHOG. This is a Rural
Homes Ownership Grant which is administered by Communities
Scotland. Self-builders raise their own private finance but this is
aided by sweat equity which reduces the overall mortgage or funds
to borrow. RHOGs are not repayable if the applicant sells after 10
years of the initial grant.

CSBS is very keen to promote sustainable development and incor-
porates ecological principles in their building projects. Many of the
projects also involve ecological design and principles. Low carbon
community offices were built recently with straw bales being used
for insulation and local people installing them.

Many of their projects involve workers on long-term unemploy-
ment who are keen to develop and obtain skills at college. To help
women get back to work and in particular in the construction
industry CSBS were particularly keen to involve women to develop
these skills in this sector. They work closely with Women into
Construction, a voluntary organisation promoting training and skills
development for women in the construction industry.

For example, a South Ayr Homeless Self-Build Skills project
involved CSBS and South Ayrshire Council as the main partner. The
project involved 12 young homeless trainees who were completing
SVQs 1 & 2 in Carpentry and Joinery. CSBS offered them a secure
tenancy and sub-contract them as part of the refurbishment of the
block of 8 flats.

Abbeyview Low Carbon Community Office, Sustainable
Construction Training. The objective of this project was a simple
post & beam structure insulated with strawbales, breather
membrane and used a timber rainscreen. The project delivered
Modern Apprenticeships in Carpentry and Joinery which was
delivered by Community Construction Scotland who coordinated
the development. The project used nearly 90% of local home-
grown timber, about 70% more than a typical timber frame house.
CSBS have calculated that a typical house could sequester around
9 carbon tonnes. A CSBS project sequesters around 15 carbon
tonnes. Abbeyview will involve building 4 houses, an office and a
low carbon demonstration house. This will be built by self-builders
for shared ownership. CCS is the main contractor and training
schemes will be delivered by Women into Construction. This is
being delivered in conjunction with Fife Special Housing Association
and Fife Council.

CSBS is now looking to acquire Rural Housing Body status. Then
CSBS can acquire land via NFLS from the Forestry Commission at
an affordable rate. CCS then builds the houses with self-builders
who can access a RHOG to help raise finance for the build. Self
builders reduce the amount they borrow by contributing sweat
equity.

The next stage is a new Argyll & Bute Housing Association
proposal. A 5 year programme is proposed which will involve a full-
time development officer. 6 community self-build housing projects
are proposed in North, Mid and South Argyll & Bute areas. This will
involve 3 housing associations and will include shared ownership
models. Three of these projects will access RHOGs for full
ownership.

CWA Conference: ‘Growing Confidence - Building a Future’ Presentations 
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Community Self-Build Scotland (CSBS)
Jess Christman

South Ayrshire self-builders Women into Construction member learns how to install insulation Women into Construction

 



The ice breaker aimed to bring together community woodland
groups (CWGs) together in their respective regions but in a way
which enabled discussion 'across boundaries' to enable CWGs to
meet neighbouring CWGs.

Each delegate was given a name badge of one of four colours with
each colour relating to an area in Scotland (South Scotland, West
Scotland, Highland, and the North East). Delegates took a seat cor-
responding to the colour of their area and faced their neighbour.
They then had 3 minutes to inform and share their community
woodland projects with their neighbour and learn about theirs,
before moving to the next seat and speaking to a new neighbour.

Henry Fosbrooke kept time with his handy rhythmic drum and the
ice breaker meant that everyone had the chance to meet new
CWGs, share experiences, network together and learn about each
others projects. Everyone gained an insight into the variety and
innovation of projects being delivered by the Community
Woodland Groups.

Icebreaker CWA Conference: ‘Growing Confidence - Building a Future’

Saturday 11th November 2006
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Henry Fosbrooke rolls up his sleeves for the next drum roll

 



Exploring the potential of using local timber for cladding affordable
housing and community spaces.

Conrad Wiedermann is a researcher for the Robert Gordon University in
Aberdeen. Conrad's exhibition included a variety of case studies featuring
external timber cladding research.

He explained that his research project was based on case studies, i.e.
reports on specific applications rather than providing generic advice. The
purpose of the exhibition is to make information accessible to building pro-
fessionals. One professional in the audience asked for the project to go
further and set up guidelines.This was declined on the grounds that it is
very difficult to set up general rules for a choice of cladding solutions that
ultimately depend on local circumstances. However, the study (including
articles on timber treatments) will be made available in approx. 1 year's
time.

Indigenous or Imported?
There is a wide range of timber skins available - both indigenous and
imported.
One of the most popular types is Western Red Cedar (WRC) from British
Columbia. Although WRC is ecologically sourced, some felt that its use can
hardly be classed as sustainable if large amounts of CO2 emissions are
incurred in transporting it over great distances, even though its durability
allows this material to be left untreated. This type of ethical debate became
one of the major themes of the workshop. For example, it was considered
unsustainable to treat ecologically sourced timber with nasty chemicals
thus sooner or later adding to the burden of industrial waste. On the
other hand, can it be more sustainable having to replace untreated timber
cladding in <20 years?  It was judged more important on the whole to
weigh up what is really necessary and what is not rather than obsessing
about question of colour and/or aesthetics.

Sourcing local timber
Sourcing timber locally was also fraught with problems. Sometimes there
may be some useful timber available nearby, but obtaining transport
permits can be difficult.

It is not easy to assess questions of sustainable use. As Conrad pointed
out in the course of his study he found all the assessment tools available
are flawed.
The discussion then turned to the materials that will be examined in the
published version of Conrad's study. These will include fungicides, chemical
stains, copper chrome arsenate and alternatives.

It was noted that a major change in timber treatment to water-based
products has taken place which, although less harmful to the environment
in their application, may be manufactured by means of environmentally
dubious production processes. It was considered that this question should
be investigated more deeply.

One question from the floor doubted the usefulness of water-based timber
paint in damp climates, but was advised that emulsion paints were in fact
impermeable to water and not water-soluble as might be expected.

Untreated timber
Another contribution from the floor addressed the difficulty in obtaining
untreated timber, as most mills will sell treated timber only. Conrad
suggested that this might be a problem to be addressed by CWA who
might be able to feature or provide links to those mills that will sell
untreated timber. Conrad had to disappoint one questioner who asked
whether his study included research into environmental impacts of
cladding and/or impacts on human health, as his study is solely concerned
with durability. Conrad conceded, however, that it would be worthwhile to
research those questions also.

Evaluation Issues
Conrad used the example of red-cedar shingles to illustrate the complexity
of evaluation issues: If treated, they are guaranteed to last 25 years, if not,
for 10 years. Besides, untreated red-cedar shingles are very hard to find.
He suggested that, in some cases, it might be better to use slate from a
local quarry. There were many contributions from the floor stating that it
would always be preferable to source building materials locally, one speaker
referring to the appalling waste of stone used long ago to build the now
deserted croft houses in the Western Isles. Another speaker condemned
the Greenwash Fashion that led to timber being used in unsuitable circum-
stances.

Durability
Good detailing was highlighted as one of the major building methods to
ensure durability. Climatic conditions should certainly be taken into con-
sideration, but in many cases it is poor detailing which reduces the
durability of timber skins.
One case study showed that a white oak cladding lasted only 18 months
because of poor detailing.

Sustainability
One contribution invited us to consider that it might be possible to design
a building so that it can be given another use once it has outlived its
usefulness as a dwelling. Following Walter Seagull's*** concept, it might
also be useful to erect buildings in a way that their component parts can
be unbolted and recycled.

The general consensus was to beware of fads and fashions. Many people
equate “proper” buildings now with plastic and steel or brushed aluminium
because they look down on the sort of building their grand-parents lived
in. The throw-away approach to life has taught society to discard old cars
and tv sets. This general trend makes it difficult for people to accept that
something like house cladding may have to be repaired from time to time.

Cutting down Scottish trees for the purpose of building houses triggered
yet another ethical debate: Was it OK if cutting down timber would create
habitat for wildlife?  Was it still OK if that newly created space was taken
up by a house?  It was decided that your answer to this question would
depend on whether you saw humans as part of or as a negative force in
the environment.

It was felt that we should strive to strike a balance between the Mongolian
nomad whose yurt leaves no environmental footprint and the other
extreme - creating more and more rubbish for disposal to landfill sites.
Perhaps this should be our starting point - build houses that don't end up
as industrial waste in 20 years' time.

In the course of the workshop it was mentioned by several speakers that
we may have to be more willing to accept ongoing maintenance as a matter
of course. Everyone felt that the workshop had been very stimulating.

Conrad is on the active look out for timber buildings in situ so get in touch
with him if you feel you could help in his research.
c.s.wiedermann-t@rgu.ac.uk, 01224 263713.

CWA Conference: ‘Growing Confidence - Building a Future’ Workshops 
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Timber Skins
Conrad Wiedermann, Robert Gordon Institute,Aberdeen

TimberSkins Workshop participants



How woodlands can help reduce your community's ecological
footprint.

David Blair opened the workshop with a presentation outlining the
different ways that communities could reduce their ecological footprint
and to explore the use of their local resources in their woodlands.

David owns and manages 12 ha of ancient mid-atlantic oak woodland,
which was underplanted with commercial conifer in 1963 near
Tighnabruaich in Argyll. Dunbeag is a natural regeneration project
which aims to restore the ancient oakwoods back to their former
glory whilst making productive use of the felled underplanted conifer
to create building materials, charcoal, woodfuel and woodcrafts.

David is keen to promote the potential for woodlands to provide
energy, such as electricity and heat from woodfuel or hydro systems.
Dunbeag's hydro system provides 500watts 24 hours a day with
enough rain. Wind power generation is also an option for communities
to not only generate power but also much needed capital funding for
community developments.

A woodland resource can provide a good location for community
composting schemes. Dunbeag hosts a community composting
scheme which processes on average 80 tonnes of organic waste per
annum. Trees are excellent at tapping into any nutrient run-off. .
Community composting schemes are easy to set up, require little
equipment and reduces the amount of organic material in landfill.
These schemes can be supported by local authorities or local recycling
Trust organisations. Compost loos such as the one at Abriachan are
brilliant in woodland settings, creating a sense of being in nature. The
compost is excellent for new native trees

Fuel wood is one of the more obvious resources in a woodland. With
fuel prices rocketing communities could consider biomass fuels such as
woodchips or logs to provide for community heating systems or
individual woodburners. Woodlands can also provide materials for
building low carbon housing. Examples were shown of two buildings
built mostly in sitka from a local woodland. The cladding was treated
with Tarinol (a mixture of Stockholm tar, linseed and turpentine). With
good detailing and maintenance even non-durable softwoods can be
made to last a long time.

Charcoal is another small industry to process thinnings and other
forest waste. Softwoods make really good charcoal which lights quickly
and burns hot. One appropriate byproduct of making charcoal with
pine or spruce results in Stockholm tar.

David is keen to encourage communities to use local timber to build
houses. If the community develop the capacity to manage the
woodland, produce timber and build houses locally they become more
sustainable and this lessens their ecological footprint. Felling and
milling timber locally promotes sustainable employment and can help
support a local economy. Local employment in rural areas is currently
difficult to find and sustain. Communities are shrinking and house
prices are rising all of which contribute to people moving away. Forest
resources could help prevent the demise of rural communities by using
woodlands to provide opportunities for:

l Affordable low impact housing
l Access to local employment opportunities
l Woodland education with forest schools and woodland crafts
l Outdoor classrooms which involve children in the building 

and celebrates their involvement in the whole process.
l Slow food which may be grown locally or wild sustainable 

harvesting.
l Renewable energy and wood fuel 

Community woodlands can benefit communities socially, economically
and environmentally. They provide healthy places to work, can produce
good local food, and provide great places to rest and play. A healthy
habitat means healthy communities of all species.

David concluded by suggesting that woodlands could produce and
support communities with many benefits. Discussion then ensued
regarding community involvement in urban areas. How can urban
communities be encouraged to get involved. Ideas could include
allotments, cultivation of private or public urban gardens or the
creation of new urban woodlands on brownfield sites. Space can and
should be made to allow food to be grown locally in allotments or
community gardens. Forest gardens can grow food too. Using the
structure of the natural forest the canopy is fruit trees, the
understorey is fruit bushes and herbs with a groundcover of
vegetables.

One delegate suggested that there was maybe a sense of idealism
about sustainable community in woodlands. It may seem idealist but
we live in a finite world of resources and communities will have to fulfil
more of their immediate resource needs from local sources. In a world
of climate change and peak oil there is an urgent need to make better
use of local resources for joined-up thinking.

Workshops CWA Conference: ‘Growing Confidence - Building a Future’
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Sustainable Communities Workshop
David Blair

 



Lara talked about the exciting Touchwood programme that aims to
connect community, cultural and private sectors in six major projects:

1. Touchwood Amphitheatre…Dornoch's Camore wood is creating a 
covered 300 seat amphitheatre, due to open August 2007.
2. Touchwood Arts… 'between two worlds' a magical sounding experience
that mixes works between artist Diane Maclean and lighting expert
Malcolm Innes, taking place in Glenmore Forest Park, in November 2007.
3. Touchwood astronomy… in partnership with the dark sky project for a
Scotland-wide astronomy programme.
4. Touchwood History… This project explores the impact of the forestry
commission on communities' landscape, industry and culture since 1919.
Areas initially involved are parts of Sutherland,Argyll and Fort Augustus.
5. Touchwood learning … This is a mobile facility with educational
information and fun activities about woodland wildlife, biodiversity and the
environment.
6. Touchwoodfestival… a whole two-day festival celebrating woodlands,
forest, and all that is best about the natural environment, forestry work and
community woodland groups.The event is due to take place on Friday May
25th and Saturday May 26th. There will be a child focus on the Friday
involving schools, and a Family focus on the Saturday.

Amanda Calvert talked about helping individual communities for 2007.An
SNH project called 'Natural Rhythms' is likely to involve six community
woodlands with music, story-telling and native-wood xylophones.The SNH
project encourages young people around the Highlands to create a series
of musical pieces inspired by the natural environment. Henry Fosbrook of
Milton Community Woodland Trust is keen to make xylophones with
people, using different woods.

Amanda is organising workshops for community woodland groups on
subjects in basic production techniques, audience development, health &
safety, and other logistics of running events. Look out for details in the
CWA eBulletin. She is also aiming to speak to as many groups as possible
to look at possible events or funding opportunities that can be linked
together for 2007 (and beyond). Amanda can supply people with an
excellent promoters guide called 'Don't Panic' that gives sound advice on
how to book events etc.

Other events planned for 2007 include 'The Big Willow' on the Brahan
Estate in May, where a huge willow structure will be set alight, following an
extensive willow project involving schools and community groups.

Tepooka is a wonderful theatre company who do outdoor performances
and run workshops. Their Highland 2007 tour can be booked by
Community Woodland groups to run schools workshops and community
woodland drama events. If you are interested it is important to book asap
and speak with the local schools.This event may be fully funded and events
will take place in June, July, September and October 2007. There is an on-
line ticketing service availablr for groups if charging for an event.

Questions:
Dominic Driver (FCS) - Dark Skies project, he was surprised and pleased
that FC was funding this. 'To what extent is Visit Scotland involved?'
A. The project came to FC through the Forest Tourism Initiative. At the
moment there are at least 2 B&B's focusing on being in 'dark sky' places.
The main focus of this project is for those businesses where it will be an
'add on'.Touchwood is part of H2007 of which Visit Scotland is promoting
everything.All web sites are linked.

Q. Is it likely for the Touchwood Festival to continue after 2007?
A. Ideally, yes.

Events can be advertised via the HiArts calendar (all events, not just new
ones)

Q.What is the definition of 'Highlands' as in Highland Year of Culture?
A. The money was raised for the Inverness bid for the '2007 Year of
Culture'. In Highland Council area most of the money is spent but Argyll &
Bute still have some.

For more details contact Amanda Calvert on amandacal@hotmail.com or
Lara MacDonald on 01463 811606 or lara.mcdonald@highlandbirch-
woods.co.uk
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Arts, Culture & Heritage Workshop
Lara MacDonald,Touchwood Festival
Amanda Calvert, H2007 Coordinator 

Large areas of Scotland enjoy dark skies, particularly the Highlands. People
will now travel far and wide to view the stars and planets. The Dark Sky
Scotland project runs from November 2006 until April 2008 and aims to
promote public interest in astronomy, educate school children and raise
awareness of light pollution.

Community woodlands are in relatively good areas in Scotland to include
star-gazing as part of an annual programme or outdoor recreational events.
If groups are interested in running events these can be adapted to suit
group requirements and include activities such as evening naked-eye star-
gazing with talks and stunning images. Day events can include logging on
to The Hawaiian Telescope for real-time night sky activity; using a sunspot
telescope; experiencing a mini-planetarium; seeing real pieces of 4 billion
year old meteorite and using the superb Star-Umbrella.

The project aims to run 24 workshops for teachers and out-door
educators to promote Dark Skies and help run more events. Another 34
workshops are planned for children and adults.There will be 10 temporary
exhibitions in forestry visitor information centres across Scotland.

Bookings for training or community events or workshops are taking place
now. For a full event that may include local schools and local people in the
forestry district, £2000 would be required to cover facilitator costs and
materials. For more information or discussion about possibilities, contact:
Tania Johnston, Dark Sky Scotland Project Officer, Royal Observatory,
Edinburgh.Telephone 0131 668 8343E-mail: tjo@roe.ac.uk

Dark Sky Scotland
Dan Hillier and Tania Johnston, Dark Skies Project,
Royal Observatory, Edinburgh

Dan Hillier and his Dark Skies
Project workshop
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Forest School Workshop
Mike Flinn, Forest School Coordiinator and Simon Harry, FEI.

The aim of this workshop was to discuss all aspects of Forest Schools (FS) set
up, planning considerations and the delivery of successful FS Projects -
Mechanisms?/ How?/ What's Involved?

Q. A previous discussion on Forest Schools (FS) talked of a very successful
project in West Lothian… Whereabouts exactly was this project?
A. FCS ran this Forest School in the ex-mining community of Fauldhouse. Prior
to the FS project, the woodland area suffered with huge problems of fly-tipping
and other inappropriate uses.Three schools now regularly use the site and the
local community have an increased sense of ownership of the woodland. FEI
commissioned an evaluation of the Fauldhouse FS project.This highlighted the
success of the project, and led on to FCS providing further promotional Forest
School taster sessions to all schools in the region. This evaluation can be
accessed on the FEI website - www.foresteducation.org  This site enables
further access to a great variety of links and a plethora of resources/ woodland
education activities.
NB: A further study is now being carried out in Fauldhouse on the Health
Benefits of FS.

Q. Earning Income/ Funding etc... How can we make FS self -sustaining?
A. All FS practitioners need to keep a continued record of all FS project work.
By proving the benefits of FS, more money may become available to pay for
such projects. In Scotland, efforts will be made to switch the FS training
emphasis to teachers (rather than FCS/ Council Ranger staff etc.), this way FS
will become inbuilt into the workings of a school - also, previously FS trained
Environmental Educationalists will also have a support mechanism in the
delivery of FS sessions with schools - This in turn, could lead to schools
becoming self-sufficient in the delivery of FS.This practice has worked particu-
larly well in Wales. FS will soon become an integral part of their early year's
curriculum.
NB: Forest Schools are a perfect means of linking local schools with their local
Community Woodland sites.

Q. How can someone persuade a Head Teacher to take heed of Forest Schools
and find the funding to support project development?
A. Funding is currently a real issue. It is hoped that more opportunities for
funding will arise from the collective record of FS benefits/ successes and
continued promotion by FS supporters and practitioners. Informative twilight
sessions and demonstrations are a useful promotional tool. It also helps to
make FS projects as appealing and easy as possible for teachers to
accommodate in their very regimented schedules, e.g. linking in with whatever
the class topics are; by offering opportunities to link with schools 'Eco-Schools'
projects; by offering links with National awards schemes, such as; John Muir
Awards/ ASDAN awards etc. Another method of creating further support/
recognition for FS projects is by targeting Senior Management Groups in local
Councils - if you can get their support, this could improve success.

NB: The John Muir Awards are keen to make a formal link with Forest Schools
on a national level, as both could work very effectively together. John Muir
Awards operate on three levels of certification through Introductory Level -
Intermediate Level - Advanced Level and covers the basic topic breakdown of
- Discover/ Explore/ Conserve and Share.

Q. Do you have to have approved facilities before you can do Forest 
Schools?
A.As a means of managing/ maintaining the quality of Forest School delivery in
Scotland, FEI are developing a Quality Assurance scheme for Forest Schools.
When setting up a Forest School site, a fair amount of site preparation is
required - you need to make it safe and conduct a Risk Assessment of the area.
However, it is also important that you do not make the site too sterile by
removing every danger/ risk….. just be aware of every eventuality/ possibility.

Q. Even if there are areas of deep water etc?
A. Forest School leaders start all Forest School sessions by setting the
boundaries. All sessions are run on a '3 warnings and then you're out' system
and there are designated 'cooling off' areas to control any challenging behaviour

that may occur.All FS sessions are led under very close inspection. FS sites are
selected carefully and are then discussed and inspected by the participating
children etc. - This gets the pupils thinking about the potential hazards and the
risks involved in working within that particular environment. These issues/
points are reinforced from week to week.

Q. Is anyone keen to develop a Forest School in your site/ Community
Woodland?
A. Many of the work shop participants would be very interested in setting up a
Forest School in their woodland.

Mike and Simon both went on to discuss the fact that Forest Schools are very
different from a one-off general woodland visit, as they are more focussed on
building relations with the pupils and observing their learning style and
development over a period of time. FS are also very rewarding for the leaders,
even if you have a positive effect on only 2 pupils out of a group of 15 - you've
been a success!  

Practical Activities - many benefits can be achieved through simply just having
fun, e.g. playing games and making fires etc.

NB: By setting simple, achievable tasks you can encourage many aspects of a
child's personal development.

Q. Do you have a plan for Forest Schools sessions?
A. Forest School Leaders sit down with the class teacher to develop a plan of
activities for a FS project.This ensures that sessions are pitched at the correct
level for the class (and for particular individuals within the group) and optimises
the outcome of the overall project.

NB:You can never be sure how things will go on the day, most FS leaders carry
a 'Kit Bag/ Rucksack' with them, so that they can offer improvised, alternative
activities should the need arise.

There are many activity resources available on the internet. FEI Wales website
- have a Ranger's Survival Kit - which is packed with different activities and
information. Shropshire County Council also have a great website with a good
array of activities etc.

Q. Is there any training available for teachers?
A. All training course providers are currently based in England/ Wales and there
is a long waiting list for places on training courses in Scotland. However, it is
hoped that we will soon have two National Forest Schools trainers based here,
which should improve the situation greatly.

Q. Is Forest School aimed only at youngsters?
A. No. Forest Schools are entirely inclusive and can benefit a huge variety of
people from all walks of life. e.g. there is a particularly successful Forest School
Project at Chatelherault with Phoenix House (a Youth & Adult Drug and
Alcohol Treatment and Prevention Project).
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Jake Willis kindly hosted this trip, Jake is the Community Forester in
Morven

Coille Choimhearsnachd Achnaha
Enroute to Morven the group visited Achnaha Community Woodland
(Coille Choimhearsnachd Achnaha). This 20-acre woodland was a
neglected part of the FCS estate in Morven until Morven Community
Woodland group began to take an interest in its management in 2002. The
group signed a 25-year management agreement with FCS in 2005. At the
same time £24,000 of European, FCS and Highland Council funding was
sourced through the Morven Woodlands Project (2003-2006) to pay for
rhododendron removal, stock fencing, path construction, tree felling,
milling, charcoal-making and shelter construction.

The project is still in its early phase but has already been well received
locally offering a venue for walkers, school groups, training courses and
providing useful timber products for furniture makers in the area.

Fiunary - Lochaline House
This timber-framed house was completed around 2001 and occupies the
site of a derelict 'big house' at Fiunary on the Sound of Mull. The Douglas
Fir used in most of the construction came from Invergarry and Strontian
(Polloch). The timber was milled in Ardnamurchan and built with teams of
carpenters, some as far afield as Germany. The insulation is sheep's wool
from New Zealand. The larch cladding is painted with white Sadolin for
effect (more aesthetic than to elongate the life of the timber cladding).
Space heating is achieved with a single 13kW Clearview stove with no
radiators. As a result, the bedrooms can be cold but the living space is very
warm. Heating is rarely required from May to September, however the
occupants are looking into fitting a backboiler to reduce electricity
consumption in the winter. The 10 acre woodland generates ample supply
of firewood for both space and water heating. (Due to time constraints the
group discussed the house but were unable to visit.)

Kinlochaline - Achagallain House
Achagallain means 'Field of the Sudden Blast' and is fitting for this relatively
exposed timber-clad building. All the timber in the construction came from
Russwood in the Highlands, excepting the Maritime Pine flooring. The
cladding is Douglas Fir while internal timbers are mainly larch. The house
was designed and part-built by the owners.

Space and water heating is achieved by a 25kW woodstove, backed up with
an immersion heater for the summer months. The stove's backboiler runs
10 radiators. For cost reasons the owners chose glasswool insulation
throughtout the house but sheeps wool would have been preferred.

Excluding the land purchase, the groundworks and build cost £100,000.
The original budget of £80,000 was not sufficient to meet two planning
conditions. Firstly, the insulated box profile roofing was turned down in
favour of slate (Chinese slate was cheapest). Secondly, SEPA required a
biodisc system (£3,500) rather than a septic tank (£800). Interestingly, the
owners had to make significant efforts to be allowed to use timber
cladding, despite the building sitting in a. heavily wooded landscape.

Kinlochaline - Ardtornish Wildlife Hide
The hide was designed and constructed by Allan Davidson using local
European larch milled in Ardnamurchan by Sandy MacDonald. It was
intended as a low budget, weatherproof skin for small groups to enjoy the
rich wildlife (otters, waders and seals are regularly seen). The total budget
for materials was £700.

Timber in Construction, Morven 

Fiunary - Lochaline House Achagallain House

Exterior cladding at Ardtornish Wildlife Hide
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Sgoil na Coille, Salen
Sheila Nairn explained how Sgoil na Coille is an exciting facility in
the forest close to the village of Salen. The aim of the Sgoil na
Coille project was to establish a base within the oakwoods for
woodland related education and training. It acts as a focus for a
wide range of activities, particularly involving children and families,
which seek to educate people about the woodland habitat, its
management and the use of its products. The project has been led
by Acharacle Community Company who own Sgoil na Coille which
was built on a site leased from the Forestry Commission. A local
co-ordinator, Alasdair Carmichael from Glenuig, was engaged to
take the building from concept to completion in consultation with
the community. Funding for the building came from local agency
partners of the Sunart Oakwoods Initiative.

The delegates then learned about what sort of outdoor activities
are currently delivered there and enjoyed a taster session on Forest
Schools with Kirsty Barr of the Forestry Commission with hurdles,
a warming fire and toasted marshmallows on birch forks. The new
compost loo is currently being installed at the site and delegates

joined Chris Morgan, the architect who is leading the project.
Chris discussed the issues involved in compost loos with the
delegates, many of whom are interested in installing something
similar in their community woodlands.

The visit concluded with a brisk walk through the woodland which
brought the delegates to the Ardtornish Wildlife Hide. This was
built by local volunteers and contractors. It is timber clad with a
turf roof and has all abilities access. The hide has stunning views
over Loch Sunart where seals and seabirds can be seen with the
chance of a glimpse of an occasional otter.

12

All abilities access to Ardtornish Wildlife Hide overlooking Loch Sunart

Sgoil na Coille:Access, Recreation & Education 

Warm soup and sandwiches provided by Kate Campbell sustained
the delegates at the al fresco lunch in Sgoil na Coille. This visit was
hosted by Sheila Nairn, Eilidh-Ann Madden and Kirsty Barr.

A flavour of Forest School

 



The Pantry Tearoom in Acharacle was the first stop for lunchtime soup
and sandwiches but also to see the tearoom's newly installed Vito
woodchip boiler system. The boiler can generate enough heating for
the whole building which includes the local post office, the tearoom
and an adjoining office.

Woodfuel Processing in Salen
To show the whole process from beginning to end the delegates then
called on Richard Livett who is the local woodfuel supplier.

Richard explained that the logs are purchased locally and are then
manipulated by their new co-owned mini-tractor and trailer (with
grabber!). Richard woodchips the logs locally and delivers them to the
Pantry Tearoom which has a hopper system for them.

All of the woodfuel equipment is used for small scale forestry by the
North Sunart Woodland Owners Group. This is a consortium of 6
owners including the Forestry Commission. Each individual
contributed and match funding was sourced from Leader+. The
equipment includes an AGT alpine tractor and grabber. This is
relatively new machinery in the UK but it is now expanding into small
scale forestry work.

Enroute back to Strontian delegates then visited Malcolm Gillespie
who demonstrated the Logosol M7 chainsaw mill. This sawmill is easy
to use, easy to dismantle and move and can be set up anywhere. The
sawmill is currently used to cut thin boards such as oak and larch which
are used for cladding and furniture making.
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Timber for Woodfuel,
Timber Extraction & Milling Site Visit

The Man Who Planted Trees
The evening's entertainment began with a fine performance of the 'The
Man Who Planted Trees. This magical puppet show was performed by
Edinburgh's Puppet State Theatre Company. Performers Richard
Medrington and Rick Conte narrate Jean Giono's famous story about a
shepherd called Elzeard Bouffier who single-handedly planted a forest in an
area of the French Alps which had previously lain barren. Conte was the
puppet called Dog, Elzeard Bouffiers constant friend and companion. The
drama was peppered with a host of simple but effective touches, from the
wafting of lavender into the audience and puppet birds flying through the
air. The seats of the auditorium were filled with the children and parents
of the wider community of Strontian as well as the conference delegates.

The Ceilidh
Dinner was held in the Sunart Centre in the cafeteria with a fine dinner
provided by Jill Gosney at Ardshealach Lodge in Acharacle. Jill Gosney uses
as much local produce as possible which also benefits the wider local
economy.

The Kentra Ceilidh band played fine reels and jigs and were all local boys
who played long into the evening. The Woodland Orchestra got involved
and Henry Fosbrooke and friends played songs with a range of percussion
instruments. The ceilidh music got everyone up and dancing and there is a
selection of photographs in the album section in the appendices - see if you
can recognize anyone!

After Dark Workshops
Scotland has some of the best dark skies in Europe offering spectacular
views of the stars, planets and meteor showers. Dan Hillier and Tania
Johnston of Dark Sky Scotland Project are both based at the Royal
Observatory in Edinburgh and they ran a series of workshops throughout
the evening for delegates to learn how to run their own Star Gazing
events. Dark Sky Scotland events can give everyone from children to
grandparents the chance to get out there and spot constellations, marvel
at the Milky Way or count the craters on the Moon.

Dan and Tania began with a short talk on what major constellations to look
out for in the Northern and Southern skies. Delegates then went outside
to learn how to get orientated in the night sky and what to do in wet or
cloudy weather. There are a number of alternative options if it is raining.
Daytime events involving starry things include rocketmaking, NASA
protective clothes, meteorite handling, stars on sticks, constellation boxes
and constellation telescopes. Contact Dan or Tania at tjo@roe.ac.uk or
logon to: www.darkskyscotland.org.uk

Evening Events 

Delegates inspect the new mini tractor and grabber! Hakki Pilke 1X37 woodchipper Malcolm Gillespie using the Logosol chainsaw mill

Vito woodchip boiler in Acharacle's Tearoom.

 



Alan and Henry have both worked on the extensive log buildings at Milton
Community Woodland in Ross-shire and at Borgie Forest Sutherland; the
former made from 74 big trees. The original idea came from Scandinavia
where they have been building in roundwood for many years. Incidentally
the oldest log building dates back to 900AD in England and Northwest
native Indians used cedarwood for their log buildings.

The Milton log cabin provides permanent storage for timber, a workshop
and a venue for exhibitions and events within the 30-acre Milton
Community Woodland, which sits adjacent to the village of Milton in Easter
Ross. The community barn is an open-sided social and working space for
the community. Milton Community Woodland is a working woodland
where people, wildlife, recreation and creativity get together to enjoy each
other.

Piers Voysey asked why Milton chose to use logs rather than planks. Henry
responded that roundwood logs have more aesthetic qualities and have
less environmental impact. For example, there is no processing required of
roundwood logs. This particular project at Milton used oak pegs rather
than metal pins to secure the timber.

Steve Robertson asked why Swedish people are now cladding in timber
rather than build in roundwood. Alan explained that these days they do
build in roundwood but now clad them for decorative purposes.

Ailsa Spindler commented that more people in Sweden are returning to
roundwood buildings again, even though mass produced sawplanks are very
cheap. Alan agreed that roundwood log buildings retain more heat than
timber cladding in more extreme temperatures.
Henry then outlined the process of building the Milton log buildings. The

site was prepared and logs were donated by the Forestry Commission
which were hand-peeled.Volunteers can do this. The first log building took
6 months to build and finishing continues in the community barn. The
estimated building time does not take into account the preparation time.
That includes drawings, planning permission, engineers’ reports,
foundations, felling and delivering the trees.

Alan and Henry were asked if they would consider running training courses
in roundwood log buildings. Although training courses may not be rolled
out specifically, Milton Community Woodland were considering proposing
small log building training courses. If anyone is interested in the more
immediate future they can contact Dan Franklyn at www.woodenways.com
to learn about building in roundwood. The course costs £600 and takes 10
days to complete.

If any community woodland group were keen to start their own log
building project, Alan suggests that they speak to their local forester to
obtain logs locally where possible. Piers Voysey mentioned that an
application to the Growing Community Assets Fund could help. CWGs
should contact Ian Leaver at the Community Land Unit for initial advice
and to help develop the application. Neil Gerrard asked that any applicant
to GCA should speak to CLU first, CWGs will need an outline proposal
and a decision will be reached in 2-3 weeks by Big Lottery Fund. BLF will
then send the proposal to CLU who administer the fund. CLU are there
to help community woodland groups and can help with the process.

Henry then discussed the process of building in roundwood at Milton and
the logistics to consider. Please feel free to contact  him via
www.woodland-orchestra.co.uk for information on logbuildings. Also
contact www.mcwt.org.uk

Milton Community Woodland is now a busy, thriving social space for all
local people and visitors to enjoy. They are an active bunch with plans to
link with Galgael Trust in Glasgow to look at building a small boat in the
Community Barn and employing community rangers to engage local
children in woodland activities such as totem-pole making, charcoal making
and green woodworking with pole-lathes amongst others.
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Gordon Gray Stephens, CWA Director and Director of Scottish Native
Woods opened the day and welcomed all delegates on behalf of CWA and
Sunart Oakwoods Initiative.

LOGical Buildings in Scotland - An Insight and Inspiration
Alan Mackintosh, LOGical Buildings
Henry Fosbrooke, Milton Community Woodland Trust.

Milton Community Woodland Log Workshop

The finished article - Milton's Community Barn

 



Growing Community Assets - Building a Community
Neil Gerrard, Community Land Unit - HIE

Neil Gerrard is one of the Community Land Unit's After Care
Officers, who help communities apply for funds through the
Growing Community Assets fund. He opened his presentation by
asking for any foresters in the audience to stand up. He then asked
for anyone involved in education to stand up, and then any
volunteers in woodland groups. By the end of his introduction
most of the delegates were standing. He was effectively demon-
strating that his job is about helping to pull people together, provide
advice and support to help them get organised and work together
to get things done in community woodland groups. The Growing
Community Assets fund wants to help people to work together and
with communities to allow them to realize their potential and their
aspirations.

Growing Community Assets hopes to support community-led
regeneration and support sustainable development at local level by
integrating economic, social, and environmental outcomes. All of
these elements can help communities generate their own revenue
streams and help energise and transform communities.

The fund has 6 priorities:

l Regeneration of local areas and the creation of local 
sustainable jobs 

l Improve community environments and green spaces
l Help provide essential community services and inclusion
l Promote slow food and support local production
l Developing renewable energy, healthy buildings using 

sustainable resources
l Healthy living and access for all

Applicant groups and organisations must be fully constituted with a
management committee which must demonstrate that their project
will benefit a local geographical area. Groups need to demonstrate
their eligibility and have a clear project description. They must
ensure that the project has clear outcomes which affiliate with the
BLF outcomes in that particular area of investment and a good
'guess-timate' of the potential budget.

The National Forest Land Scheme (NFLS)
Cameron Maxwell, Rural Development Advisor, FCS

Cameron Maxwell is the Rural Development Advisor for the Forestry
Commission Scotland. He also manages the National Forest Land Scheme
nationally. Although he is officially the first point of contact for any group
interested in the scheme, invariably initial enquiries are usually with a local
FC district office or local FCS staff.

The essential ethos of the NFLS is to: help communities engage with their
local forests; help improve their quality of life and well-being and support
woodland education. The scheme helps support community ownership
and management on the national forest estate where there are demonstra-
ble benefits both to the local community and the wider public.

Local management of woodlands can enhance your quality of life and help
develop recreational amenities in local forests. Woodlands can generate
local employment and net income to develop community initiatives. Local
timber is available for sustainable use - be it woodfuel, building materials or
crafts. Affordable housing is now becoming a real issue and NFLS can sell
National Forest Estate land to local housing associations to build homes
for local communities.

Many more communities are beginning to enquire about ownership or
management of their local woodlands. The Forestry Commission is keen
to help and support local communities in understanding the application
process. Cameron then outlined the three aspects to the National Forest
Land Scheme.

l Community Acquistion through Purchase or Lease. Where a 
community must demonstrate that a purchase or lease of 
national forest land is in the best public interest and that they can
deliver additional benefits to the community.

l Land for Affordable Housing. Where housing agencies and asso
ciations can purchase plots of national forest land to develop 
local housing needs.

l The Sponsored Sale of Surplus Land is where FCS may release 
FC estate which is surplus to requirements. This is a regular 
cyclical process where the national forest estate is assessed to 
ascertain timber and forestry requirements.

If a community woodland group is interested in acquiring part of the
National Forest Estate through the NFLS then they must be fully
constituted and must be able to demonstrate their project's ability to
deliver additional benefits to the community.

For further information logon to www.forestry.gov.uk/nfls and
www.forestry.gov.uk/scotland
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Colin Morrison is the Chair of North West Mull Community Woodland
Company Ltd. Colin began his presentation by explaining how North West
Mull Community managed to acquire national forest estate from the
Forestry Commission Scotland through NFLS.

The North West Mull community comprises of around 350 residents.
Tourism is the main economic base with a bit of forestry, farming and
fishing. The overall area they acquired is 690ha which includes both
Langamull and West Ardhu woodlands. West Ardhu is fairly close to the
village of Dervaig and has the potential for amenity benefits and Langamull
may be able to provide affordable housing developments.

The process began when FCS decided to sell these two woodlands on the
open market. The community quickly held a meeting and decided on the
spot to express their interest. A steering group was set up and got in
touch with the Community Land Unit - HIE. Colin emphasised that their
input and support throughout the process was and continues to be
completely invaluable.

The community then had to set up a company limited by guarantee, with
charitable status and commissioned a feasibility study to look into how the
woodlands could benefit the local community. The completed study
ascertained the communities initial needs, wants and aspirations. The
steering group then ran a full public ballot which came out in favour of the
acquisition. The steering group are now directors of the company.

However, that was only the beginning of the process. The group
experienced many frustrations and tribulations on attempting to acquire
charitable status. Prior to OSCR being in place, the process took over a
year to finalise.

The total funding package comprised:
l 93.75% funds from Scottish Land Fund/HIE
l Local fundraising and donations
l Robertson Trust/Hugh Fraser Foundation
l A small interest free loan

The community finally acquired the woodlands on 20th November 2006.
They hope to provide much needed affordable housing, biomass for energy,
access and amenity benefits and encourage biodiversity for the enjoyment
of all.

Colin concluded that although some aspects of the project had been
frustrating, the project had really pulled the community together and has
raised everyone's enthusiasm and energy. Housing is a key issue but the
project hopes to develop sustainable ways of using the timber and create
more local employment. This is a huge project for this area and for this
community.

The group of Directors have a lot of work to do to develop their
objectives and to access the funding that they require to progress their
aspirations but at least they now have some hope of being able to build
much needed houses and develop environmental, sustainable and economic
benefits for their community on Mull.
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North West Mull Community Woodland Company Ltd 
Colin Morrison, Chair of NWMCWCL

Langamull Woodland, North West Mull

Colin Morrison, Chair of North West Mull
Community Woodland Company Ltd.

 



Orchard Planting

By way of thank you the Community Woodland Association members wanted to leave some legacy for the Sunart Oakwood Initiative
community for hosting the conference.

Six organic apple trees (rootstock ref M26 and MM106) were supplied by an organic nursery in Ayrshire and a range of delegates quietly
withdrew from the conference proceedings to help plant the apple trees by the children's playground.

CWA Conference: ‘Growing Confidence - Building a Future’ Tree Planting
Sunday 12th November 2006
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The Open Forum opened with Jon Hollingdale talking about his
involvement with the NFLS evaluation panel. In the consultation of
the Scottish Forest Strategy it was recommended that Section 4
included Woodland Crofts.

Cameron Maxwell informed the group that he was on a steering
group which submitted a scoping paper which explored the
potential and the practicalities of Forest Crofts. This was presented
to the Minister (Rhona Brankin) and the potential to address
opportunities for sustainable communities in land management,
housing and woodfuel etc. The paper was approved. It is hoped
that the Bill will be launched in March or April 2007. The Scottish
Executive is currently considering it and amended it in September
2006. Key amendments included the Right to Buy and the creation
of new crofts. These amendments should allow the launch of the
Woodland Croft Bill next year.

It is possible that an implementation group will be set up before
this. The 4th part of the Bill includes that Woodland Crofts must
be in the best public interest and address a local need for housing,
sustainable economic growth and community retention.

Q: Will FCS retain the land.
A: No

Q: Referring to the scoping report, I would like to point out that
there are restrictions within the Crofting Bill which rules out a lot
of people. It excludes the non-crofting counties

Q: Will the Crofting Bill not be applicable across all Scotland
A: No, the Bill will be restricted to the existing crofting counties,
however it should apply nationally

Q: It would appear that a community purchase through NFLS
covers all aspects of sustainable communities, is the Crofting Bill
not the same but more restrictive?  Is it not a mistake to highlight
Woodland Crofts to progress these outcomes

A: the Crofters Commission wants to open up the potential for
more crofts

Q: There are no examples of Forest Crofts as yet, we should widen
the group of people to work on woodland crofts and small
holdings. Building a house on a croft needs local planning support
and access to subsidies. However it is unlikely that local planners
will allow this in a woodland setting. Could Cameron set up a
group to identify the need and demonstrate the public benefits in
widening its scope?

Q: The criteria demands that a local Housing Association is
involved. Difficulties arise in housing allocation criteria and thereby
working relationships.

A: we need professional bodies to look and assess the greatest
need such as housing associations and Communities Scotland.

Q: On Gigha, they have a good housing association and a viable
financial model involving community control. A request was made
that the papers from the CLU's housing conference be disseminat-
ed.

A: One of the potential weaknesses in Woodland Crofts is that if
individuals build a house, what is to stop them from selling it at
profit.

The subject then moved on to Highland 2007 projects. Amanda
Calvert is the Highland 2007 Coordinator and is keen to involve
community woodland groups in developing events and activities.
Lara MacDonald is coordinating the Touchwood Festival. Both
projects had display stalls at the conference where delegates could
find out about support and what other events were going on.
Amanda Calvert introduced herself and Lara MacDonald.

Q: Is the Highland 2007 project just for one year or will there be
any legacy

A: H2007 is funded by Highland Council, one of the primary
elements will be a variety of legacies which will build on existing
projects. Sustainability is of course key and the Touchwood Festival
is included in this legacy as is the Forest Theatre. Projects and
events will be launched and will evolve and hopefully continue long
past H2007.

A: Although it is a Highlands area project groups outwith the
Highlands can still participate at workshops and events there.
Different funds are available for outreach areas - please contact
amandacal@hotmail.com for further information.

A: Lets not forget about the networking and training which can
occur which are all legacies as well, all enable groups to work
together

A: There is a broad community woodland sector interest and a
definite role to galvanise action which is why Amanda's role was
funded. It is a pilot project which will be nurtured and grow with
the potential to expand Arts, Culture and Heritage aspects.

Open Forum ends

Links:

The Potential and Practicalities of Forest Crofts: Steering Group
Report, 12 January 2006.
http://www.forestry.gov.uk/pdf/WoodlandCroftsSteeringGroupFina
lReport.pdf/$FILE/WoodlandCroftsSteeringGroupFinalReport.pdf 
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Open Forum
an hour of open discussion for all delegates:
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CWA Annual General Meeting

Conference Summary 

From the comments received from the feedback responses and from input from workshops, we have summarized
the following strands which delegates identified as being important at the conference.

Key Topics

l The Woodland Crofts Bill aims to address local housing, sustainable economic growth and community 
retention - but only in existing crofting counties. Clarification is needed on how this will actually work in
practicality.

l The Forest Education Initiative and Forest Schools was of much interest, in particular on how it fits with 
the schools curriculum. Funding the provision of FS is currently a real issue.

l TimberSkins - more research, information and publications are needed on timber durability in timber 
framed and cladded buildings if communities hope to use their local timber resources in building.

l Support and help on accessing funding streams such as Growing Community Assets and other Big Lottery
Funds

General comments

l rethink the ice-breaker
l use location maps to show clearaly where people and projects are based
l workshop sessions need a different approach to use that time to set up a task, appraisal or project 

The AGM, held in the afternoon, is an important part of each conference. Jon Hollingdale, as chair reported briefly on some
of the successes of the year, but focussed more on the planned direction of CWA. Appreciation was expressed for all of the
work that has gone into the new CWA business plan. This plan covers the years 2007 to 2010 and it anticipates the
Association's expansion to meet the demand  for support from community woodland groups. CWA will continue to develop
services for new members, support existing groups to deliver more services, and promote the benefits of community
management. To achieve this it is proposed to recruit a chief executive to represent the Association, promote CWA and
attract additional funding. Development Officers will continue to expand services for CWGs and two Technical Officers will
help advise and support groups, concentrating on geographical gaps in Scotland where such assistance is not currently
available. Since the Conference, progress has been made with the approval of a Big Lottery Fund grant in March 2007 that
will fund much of this expansion, provided we secure match funding. Some of this match funding has now been secured from
Forestry Commission Scotland.

All of the directors volunteered to remain on the board with Alan Torrance of Pitclachlan Community Woodland Group
expressing an interest in being co-opted onto the Board. Jon Hollingdale stood down from the demanding role of Chair,
which he has held for the last 2 years. Angela Mercer stood down from her role as treasurer for the last 4 years. At a later
meeting of the directors, Piers Voysey replaced Jon as Chair and Jon took on  the role of Treasurer.

Piers Voysey, Chair
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This location map shows all Standard, Full,Associate, Umbrella and Founder members of CWA, based in Scotland,
as at 31st December 2006. There are also 16 individual members at this time not shown on the map. Locations
may not be strictly accurate as they are taken from contact address post codes.

(The numbered key does not run consecutively as some members have not renewed or did not achieve their aims and have withdrawn from the CWA.)

l Aberchirder and District Community Association (6) Full
n Aberdeenshire Council (102) Associate 
l Abriachan Forest Trust (1) Full
l Aird Forest Group (59) Full
l Aline Community Woodland (100) Full
l Alva Glen Heritage Trust (60) Full
l Anagach Woods Trust (2) Full
u Angus Council (61) Associate
u Ardross Forest Trust (106) Standard
l Argyll Green Woodworkers Association (3) Full
u Arrochar & Tarbet Path Group (62) Standard
l Assynt Foundation (89) Full
l Balfron Community Futures Devt.Trust (4) Full
u Ballachulish Forest Foothold Group (63) Standard
l Ballater Royal Deeside (5) Full
u Bellsbank Woodlands Project (90) Standard
n Borders Forest Trust (54) Umbrella
u Botriphnie & Drummuir Community Trust (40) Standard
u Broadford Environmental Group (36) Standard
u Bum o’ Fochabers Comm.W’Lands Trust (96) Standard
u Castlemilk Environment Trust (64) Standard
u Central Scotland Forest Trust (65) Associate
u Clatto Landscape Protection Group (87) Standard
l Cormonachan Woodland Project (7) Full
u Cottage Wood Community Woodland Assoc. (38)     Standard
l Crossgates Community Woodland (68) Full
l Culag Community Woodland Trust Ltd (8) Full
u Darnick Community Woodland (39) Standard
n Development Trust Assocation Scotland (88) Umbrella
u Dochcarty Residents’ Association (108) Standard
u Douglas Valley Rural Activity Partnership (95) Standard
l Dunain Community Woodland Group (71) Full
l Dunbar Community Woodland Group (9) Full
l Dunnet Forestry Trust (10) Full
l Dunning Community Trust (72) Full
u Dunnottar Woodland Park Association (101) Standard
u Dunpender Community Woodlands Trust (41) Standard
u Echline Community Woodland (73) Standard
l Fernaig Community Trust (11) Full
u Findhorn Hinterland Group (107) Standard
µ Forres Community Woodlands Trust (57) Founder
u Friends of Cumbernauld Glen (110) Standard
u Friends of Durris Forests (43) Standard
u Friends of Ferry Glen (74) Standard
u Friends of Leadburn Community Woodland (75)      Standard 
l Forgue Playing Field Plantation Ltd. (103) Full
u GalGael Trust (76) Standard
u Garvald Garden and Woodland Project (77) Standard

l Gearchoille Community Wood (12) Full 
n Glasgow City Woodlands Unit (109) Umbrella
l Gordon Community Woodland Trust (13) Full
u Helensburgh Community Woodlands Group (78)    Standard
n Highland Council - Planning & Development (91)       Associate 
l Highland Perthshire Communities Land Trust (79) Full
l Highland Renewal (14) Full
u Kilfinan Community Forest Project (99) Standard
u Kilmallie Community Company (66) Standard
l Kirkhill & Bunchrew Community Trust (16)    Full
u Kirkton Woodland Group (93) Standard
l Knoydart Forest Trust (17) Full
l Laggan Forest Trust (18) Full
l Laide and Aultbea Community Woodland Ltd (19) Full
u Lionthorn Community Woodland Association (80)   Standard
u Lochalsh Woodland Park Steering Group (92) Standard
l May-Tag Ltd (81) Full
l Menstrie Community Woodland (20) Full
l Mid Deeside Ltd (82) Full
l Milton Community Woodland Trust (22) Full
l Minard Community Woodland Trust (23) Full
l Newtonmore Community W’land and Devt.Trust (24) Full
n North Highland Forest Trust (55) Umbrella
l North Sutherland Community Forestry Trust (25) Full
l North West Mull Community Woodland Group (83) Full
u Park of Keir Friends Ltd. (105) Standard
u Paths For All Partnership (84)        Associate
u Portmoak Comm.W’land Steering Group (48) Standard
u Redhall Community Woodland (85) Standard
u Robbers Den (104) Standard
l Roots of Arran (26) Full
l Saltburn and District Community Association (86) Full
u Scolty Woodland Park Association (49) Standard
n Sgilean na Coile Umbrella
u Sluggans Woodland Park Group (50) Standard
u South East Caithness - Rumster (98) Standard
u South Lanarkshire Ranger Service (94) Associate
l South-West Community Woodlands Trust (27) Full
u Stewarton Woodlands Action Trust (51) Standard
l Strathfillan Community Development Trust (28) Full
l Strathnairn Community Woodland Project (29) Full
n Sunart Oakwoods Initiative (56) Umbrella
u Talamh Life Centre (52) Standard
l Tinne Beag Workers Co-operative Ltd. (31) Full
l Treslaig & Achaphubuil Crofters Woodland Trust (32) Full
u Wemyss Bay Community W’land Association (53)     Standard
l Wooplaw Community Woodlands (34) Full
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List of Delegates
Name Organisation
Rachel Avery Reforesting Scotland
Kirsty Barr Forestry Commission
Suzanne Barr Abriachan Forest Trust
Les Bates Kirkhill & Bunchrew Community Trust
Elliot Blaauw Ardross Forest Trust
David Blair Kilfinan Community Forest Project
Rob Borroso Kilfinan Community Forest Project
Enrico Calve Sgilean na Coille Project
Amanda Calvert Highland 2007 Coordinator
Diane Campbell Community Woodlands Association
Jess Christman Communities Self-Build Scotland
Ian Collier Forestry Commission
Michelle Cowe N.W. Mull Comm.Woodland Company Ltd
Anna Craigen Community Woodlands Association
Alastair Cunningham      Dunain Community Woodland Group
Mrs Cunningham Dunain Community Woodland Group
Dave Phillips Erisort Trust
Hamish Davidson Milton Community Woodland Trust
Margaret Davidson Community Woodlands Association
Dominic Driver Forestry Commission
Eoin Cox Borders Woodschool
Ann Evans N.W. Mull Comm.Woodland Company Ltd
Fiona MacKenzie North Sutherland Community Forestry Trust
Bob Fleet Wooplaw Community Woodlands
Mike Flinn Forest Education Initiative
Henry Fosbrooke Community Woodlands Association
Michael Foxley Treslaig & Achaphubuil Crofters W’land Trust
Nicola Gallinaro Sgilean na Coille Project
Stuart Garvie Milton Community Woodland Trust
Brigitte Geddes Community Woodlands Association
Frank Geddes Gearrchoille Community Wood
Neil Gerrard Community Land Unit - HIE
Malcolm Gillespie Sunart Oakwoods Initiative
Gordon Gray Stephens Community Woodlands Association
Katy Hall Student
Simon Harry Forest Education Initiative
George Hawco Abriachan Forest Trust
Henk Pelgrom Talamh Life Centre
Dan Hillier Royal Observatory
George Hogg Kirkhill & Bunchrew Community Trust
Sandra Hogg SCVO
Jon Hollingdale Community Woodlands Asssociation
Lee Hollings Borders Forest Trust
Grant Holroyd Knoydart Forest Trust
Michaela Hunter Community Woodlands Association
Jo Knoydart Forest Trust
John Levens Dunain Community Woodland
Tanya Taylor Royal Observatory
Donald Kennedy Sgoil na Coille Project
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Name Organisation
Isobel Knox Dunbar Community Woodland Group
Sasha Laing Forestry Commission
Ian Leaver Community Land Unit - HIE
Kristin Leicht Kilfinan Community Forest Project
Richard Livett Sgilean na Coille Project
Colin MacDonald Forestry Commission
Lara MacDonald Highland Birchwoods
Fiona MacEwan Lochalsh Woodland Park Steering Group
Helen MacGillivray Sgilean na Coille
Ronnie MacIntyre Sgilean na Coille Project
Seumas Mackinnon Community Woodlands Association
Alan MacKintosh Kirkhill & Bunchrew Community Trust
Melanie MacRae ELAV Volunteer
Eilidh-Ann Madden Sgilean na Coille Project
Cameron Maxwell Forestry Commission Scotland
Daniel McGinley Knoydart Forest Trust
Jamie McIntyre Community Woodlands Association
Sheila McLean WHELK Coordinator
Richard Medrington Edinburgh State Puppet Theatre
Angela Mercer Community Woodlands Association
Michael Talamh Life Centre
Chris Morgan Locate Architects
Colin Morrison N.W. Mull Comm.Woodland Company Ltd
Sheila Nairn Sunart Oakwoods Initiative
Kristen Olsen Reforesting Scotland
Colin Parsons Fernaig Community Trust
Robert Patton Highland Council
Dinesh Paudel Student
Dave Phillips Erisort Trust
Margare Phillips Erisort Trust
Marlyn Price North Highland Forest Trust
Matthew Read N.W. Mull Comm.Woodland Company Ltd
Jay Red Wooplaw Community Woodlands
Wendy Reid DTAS
Tanya Richardson Finance Redirect
Steve Robertson North Highland Forest Trust
Gary Servant Sgilean na Coille
Jim Shepherd Portmoack Community Woodland
Frank Sheridan Mid Deeside Ltd
Christel Smeets Milton Community Woodland Trust
Sonia Rose Dunain Community Woodland
Ailsa Spindler ELAV
Sam Staddon Student
Alan Torrance GalGael Trust
Piers Voysey Community Woodlands Association
Conrad Weidermann Robert Gordon University
Ian Whitehead Community Woodlands Association
Julie Whittaker Initiative on the Edge
Jake Willis Forestry Commission
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General Comments
There were 27 forms returned from 98
delegates (26.5%). Summarised overleaf are
responses and general comments from the
feedback forms.

Feedback Forms’ Analysis
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Venue & Location

l Excellent venue
l Meet your neighbour was good in concept but needed a 

bigger room
l Nice modern venue gives a positive go-ahead feel to the 

conference
l Skip the ice-breaker - sore throats all round
l Excellent, better each year
l You can't improve on the venue
l Excellent
l It would be nice to have a conference more into the 

woods and local communities, sustainable living

Saturday Presentations

l Best to keep it simple and put all presentations on hard 
drive of one laptop

l Good to keep talks short, much better this year
l Tricky presentation for Piers

Workshops

l We need more research/information/publications on 
timber durability in various applications (& detailing)

l Public Conrad's exhibition on the internet
l More interaction rather than talk next time
l Could have done with more time - too many questions 

from folk on funding - needed more on school activities 
(examples of) and how these work with schools 
curriculum

l Excellent!
l Shame about the star gazing, but that's Scotland
l Arts & Heritage has to go deeper and more general
l Useful in future
l Not so well led, lots of potential, got there in the end (pity

it wasn't Jess…)

Site Visits

l Not enough time!
l Well organised 
l Too much rushy after workshop, should have been time to

grab warm clothing/footwear and there was no warning 
that woodschool would be “al fresco”, it was freezing

l Give people time to get changed in bad weather
l Wish I could get 50% funding on big orange machinery
l No bikes!
l Equipment most interesting

Ceilidh

l Very good and impressive young band
l Very good ceilidh except for 'dangerous' dancing at the 

end!!
l Brilliant ceilidh - great way to interact with folk

Sunday Presentations

l Great sessions for a Sunday
l NWMCC speaker not very clear or confident, overheads

dull (photos would have helped) 
l Could provide water AM for hangovers!
l Very dry presentation but interesting
l Interesting to see the processes 

Any improvements?

l The puppet show was great - brilliant to have them and for
so many local children to be there

l I enjoyed an interesting weekend
l I think someone mentioned a community woodland venue

in the Dundee area - possibly a good idea.
l Can't improve on this. Best CWA conference I have ever

attended. Excellent. Keep up the good work.
l Richard Medrington (The Man Who Planted Trees) was 

excellent, we need more such events that involve future 
woodlanders having fun

l Excellent venue and site visits, very relevant speakers even
if they were a bit rushed at times.

l Workshop sessions need a different, perhaps more 
engineered outcome!  Set us a task, appraisal, imaginary 
project!!

l A crêche facility for over 5's, if there were 10 or so 
interested.

l I hope that in the coming years DCW will be able to 
become part of the venue for activities

l Generally satisfied
l Perth/Dundee area would be good venue. I know a few 

folks who could help!
l Milton?  Or somewhere to see timber/log buildings.
l All presentations should have more maps showing where

they are and the area covered etc. Taken for granted that
we all know, my geography is not good enough.

l We should encourage more people to do a “party piece”
at ceilidh

l Very good event. Could hold it South, South-West or 
what about an island - Gigha?. Great to be in Sunart. Good
Venue. Incidentally, it was the best of the 5 (I think) CWA
conferences I've been to)

… and finally

I thought the Strontian conference was a great event - a super venue and as ever loads more different people to meet and
participate with. I feel that the workshop sessions may need a revamp to get a bit more from the quieter participants. Even
although it is a great opportunity to meet and talk, we are there to further the aspirations of our own, others and Scotland's
community woodland activity. So I feel there should be a bit in the conference flyer which states that “you are here to work!!
Involve yourself, create and develop thought and further activity”. If, as an organisation, you get back more policy, strategy,
examples of best practice, especially economic, then CWA is in a better position to set more agenda and taken even more
seriously.

… quote from an old opinionated, smart alek, die hard crusty
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continued...
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Diane Campbell
Development Officer (North)
17 St Valery Place
Ullapool
Ross-shire IV26 2TD
Tel/Fax 01854 613737
Email : dianec@community-woods.org.uk

www.community-woods.org.uk

Company Limited by Guarantee, registered in Scotland, No. 275097

design by Vince Warne (vincewarne@btinternet.com) 

Copies of all presentations are obtainable on CD at a total cost of £5.00 including postage.

The Community Woodlands Association
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This year's conference, organised by the Community Woodlands
Association was held in Strontian, Lochaber. It was an exceptional event
bringing local and international communities, community woodland groups,
public sector organisations and the voluntary sector together to network,
share experiences and learn from each other.

The conference emphasised how much woodlands are not just about
growing trees, but also about the bigger picture with sustainable
communities working, living and learning in their local forests. Community
woodlands have the potential to invigorate communities through affordable
housing projects to enable them to live and bring up their families. Wildlife
can flourish and environmental education can be provided by getting
involved in woodlands. Jobs and skills development are generated by
forestry activities. A forest culture could develop with woodland crafts,
wildlife and nature tourism as well as the healthier aspects of leisure and
recreation activities.

One delegate eloquently described the potential for community
woodlands:

community woodlands is about people doing stuff in the woods. There
is no blueprint for community forestry and the only right way is the
way that works for that local community group.

CWA would like to express thanks to the funders of this conference:


